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MODERN FRENCH WITH 
SPECTACULAR VIEWS

Plateau and its Bar & Grill are flanked by two 

terraces, providing a calm oasis away from the 

bustle of Canary Wharf below. The beautifully-

designed interior vies for attention with the 

views across the glass towers, whilst attentive 

service and some very accomplished French 

cooking make for a memorable experience.

Sitting atop Canada Place opposite One 

Canada Square tower, offering a view like 

no other in London, reminiscent of the great 

cityscapes of New York and Tokyo.

Plateau buzzes with the confidence of a big 

city by day, inspired in equal measure by the 

glamour of mid-century Manhattan and the 

classics of French cooking. The venue’s main 

feature is its huge glass windows, which 

bathe the dining area in beautiful natural light 

and highlight the two distinct dining areas. 

Complementing the elegant main dining-room 

is the more informal Bar & Grill, whilst outdoor 

terraces on either side provide al fresco dining 

vantage points.

https://twitter.com/plateaulondon
https://www.facebook.com/PlateauCanaryWharf
https://instagram.com/plateaucanarywharf/
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THE SOPHISTICATED WAY TO ENTERTAIN PRIVATE DINING

There are two elegant private dining rooms 

and an outdoor terrace, which are all available 

for your exclusive use.

Our main private dining room adjoins the 

restaurant, opposite the ‘wall of wine’. Its full-

height, glazed doors can be shut to offer total 

seclusion and privacy or can be left open so 

that guests can enjoy the vibrant atmosphere 

of the restaurant. 

The beautiful Garden Room, our second 

private dining room, offers seclusion, with 

the benefit of a view of the main restaurant, 

through its full height glass doors. 

Our fabulous Restaurant Terrace has a garden 

feel and is situated on the right hand side of 

the restaurant.  

Capacities

PRIVATE ROOM

25 people
On one oval table - seated

40 people
Standing reception only

GARDEN ROOM

16 people
On one oval table – seated

25 people
Standing reception only

RESTAURANT TERRACE

30 people
Seated

60 people
Standing reception only

https://twitter.com/plateaulondon
https://www.facebook.com/PlateauCanaryWharf
https://instagram.com/plateaucanarywharf/
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GROUP ENTERTAINING

The Bar and Grill is a great setting for an 

informal get-together. Whether you are with 

friends, family or colleagues, the grill always 

impresses, serving up a delicious menu, 

stunning views and a bustling brasserie-style 

atmosphere with music played throughout 

the day.

To impress clients or for a fine dining 

experience, the restaurant would be your 

ideal option.

Our stylish Zanotta tables, named after the 

Italian designer, situated in the Bar & Grill can 

be the perfect set up, if you are looking for an 

informal reception with canapés and drinks.

Whereas the funky atmosphere of The 

Leather Bar, situated between the bar and the 

restaurant areas, could be hired exclusively for 

standing receptions. 

Capacities

BAR AND GRILL

From 12 to 40 seated guests
Maximum 10 on one table

FINE DINING RESTAURANT

From 12 to 50 seated guests
Maximum 10 on one table

ZANOTTA TABLES

20 people
Standing reception – one table

50 people
Standing reception – both tables

THE LEATHER BAR

45 people
Standing reception

A STYLISH ALTERNATIVE

https://twitter.com/plateaulondon
https://www.facebook.com/PlateauCanaryWharf
https://instagram.com/plateaucanarywharf/
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TAKE THE WHARF TO THE SKY EXCLUSIVE HIRE

Plateau is an impressive setting for corporate 

events or private celebrations, whether you 

want to host drinks and canapé receptions or 

larger dinners. 

It boasts a unique view of Canary Wharf 

and an atmosphere to rival any restaurant 

in London.

Whether you wish to transform and theme the 

venue or keep Plateau’s own stylish feel, our 

dedicated events manager will work with you 

through planning to execution to ensure that 

you have a night to remember.

Our Head Chef will serve an exquisite menu 

that you will never forget and our Head 

Sommelier can suggest wines to suit every 

occasion, budget and taste.

Capacities

WHOLE VENUE

250 people
Seated 

150 people
Seated dinner with dancefloor

600 people
Standing reception only

FINE DINING RESTAURANT

150 people
Seated 

130 people
Seated dinner with dancefloor

https://twitter.com/plateaulondon
https://www.facebook.com/PlateauCanaryWharf
https://instagram.com/plateaucanarywharf/
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YOUR PERFECT DAYWEDDINGS

Plateau is available for Exclusive Hire for 

wedding receptions and ceremonies during 

the week and on weekends, offering a stylish 

and chic setting for any cosmopolitan couple.

With stunning views over the Canary Wharf 

skyscrapers and its Manhattan interior, Plateau 

is the perfect wedding venue. The striking 

glass façade bathes the restaurant in natural 

light, creating a special sense of well-being for 

a beautiful day.

Our Restaurant Terrace is an ideal alternative 

for an intimate gathering.

Our events team is here to manage every 

detail of your perfect day. 

Capacities 

WHOLE VENUE

90 people
Ceremony plus standing space available

150 people
Seated guests with dancefloor

300 people
Standing reception only

RESTAURANT TERRACE

30 people
Ceremony plus standing space available

30 people
Seated guests

60 people
Standing reception only

https://twitter.com/plateaulondon
https://www.facebook.com/PlateauCanaryWharf
https://instagram.com/plateaucanarywharf/
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SCRUMPTIOUS FRENCH CUISINE
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